Abstract. We will show that any open Riemann surface M of finite genus is biholomorphic to an open set of a compact Riemann surface. Moreover, we will introduce a quotient space of forms in M that determines if M has finite genus and also the minimal genus where M can be holomorphically embedded.
Introduction
Even when de Rham cohomology of an open surface is infinite in dimension 1 (and hence a bit complicated), there is a sufficient and necessary condition in the language of differential 1-forms for the problem of embedding the surface into the Riemann sphere (Koebe's Generalized Uniformization Theorem). In this article we generalize this sufficient and necessary condition for surfaces with non-zero genus in terms of the dimension of certain quotient space of 1-forms. This is also in general a necessary condition for the problem of embedding a open n-manifold into a compact n-manifold.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set some classical notation and facts about differential forms, and we also define a quotient space using either closed differential forms that are either exact outside a compact set or with compact support. We observe that these spaces are canonically isomorphic. In Section 3 we study c k , the dimension of our quotient space of k-forms. We show that c k is a topological invariant, is non-decreasing under inclusion and additive under connected sum (except for k = 0, n where n is the dimension of the total space). In Section 4 we study the relationship between c 1 (X) and the genus of a surface X, namely that c 1 (X) is twice the genus. We also prove that for any given Riemann surface structure on X there is a holomorphic embedding into some compact Riemann surface of the same genus. We finalize with some comments and applications.
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Background
Given a differentiable manifold M let us define the many space of k-forms that will appear through the article. Denote by Ω k (M) the space of real-valued skew-symmetric differential k-forms of M, where we define the exterior derivative operator d :
Hence we can define the spaces of closed and exact k-forms
Definition 2.1. Denote by Z k (M) the space of k-closed form of M such that are exact outside a compact set. That is
, so we can define as well
We can obtain a quotient real vector space canonically isomorphic to H k (M) by taking differentials with compact support. Let us denote then by Ω k c (M) ⊂ Ω k (M) the space of differential k-forms of M with compact support. We have the following commutative diagram
where d is again the exterior derivative and the horizontal maps are the inclusions Ω
In case that M is compact these inclusions are identities. We can then define the 
which in particular allows us to define the quotient Z
Let us see that this quotient is canonically isomorphic to the quotient in Definition 2.2 via the inclusion map
Proof. Notice first that the preimage of
is well defined and injective. To show surjectivity, take any form ω ∈ Z k (M). Since ω is exact outside a compact set, by using a bump function we can write ω = dα + ω 0 , where 
Likewise, compactly supported forms have the natural map extension(e) which is injective at all ranks and makes the following diagram commute
Given Diagrams 3 and 4 we know that restriction and extension preserve closed and exact forms.
We can describe the interaction between restriction and extension in the following commutative diagram
We can quickly compare the dimension c k with the Betti numbers
.
Lemma 2.2. For any differentiable manifold M and non-negative integer
Proof. The inequality follows from the injective map
induced by the inclusion
, where the last inclusion is an equality if M is compact.
Forms behave well with respect to pullbacks of smooth functions. Since at times we will be dealing with forms with compact support, we will restrict ourselves to proper function between manifold. Let them f : M → N be a smooth proper function, the pullback of f is the natural map of chains f * that makes the following diagrams commute.
which in particular concludes that f * can be defined in cohomology as map from
. Moreover, if f, g : M → N are homotopic, we know that there is a algebraic homotopy between f * and g * given by a linear map P :
that commutes with the inclusion of (1) and satisfies
In particular the maps f * , g * :
are equal. The analogue statement is true if we switch to de Rham cohomology with compact support.
For the topological and geometric significance of the c k invariants (particularly c 1 ) we will focus on Riemann surfaces. We will adopt the notation of Σ g,n for the surface with genus g and n boundary components.
A connected Riemann surface X is said to be planar or schlichtartig if every closed 1-form on X with compact support is exact. Under our notation this is the same as c 1 (X) vanishing, for which we have the Generalized Uniformization Theorem of Koebe (see for instance [Sim89] ).
Theorem 2.1 (Generalized Uniformization Theorem). Every planar Riemann surface is biholomorphic (i.e. conformally equivalent) to an open subset of the Riemann sphere C.
Properties of c k
Our first proposition is to back up the claim that c k is an invariant.
Proposition 3.1. Let M, N be differentiable manifolds such that they are homeomorphic.
Proof. Denote by h : M → N a homeomorphism between M and N, f : M → N a differentiable proper function homotopic to h and g : N → M a differentiable proper function homotopic to h −1 . Hence g • f ∼ hom id M are differentiable and homotopic, they define the same map at the level of cohomology. Moreover, since f * is proper and commutes with the 
then the top composition f * • g * must be the identity because the bottom composition
M is the identity and the down arrows are injective (as we saw in Lemma 2.2).
The next proposition shows that c k is non-decreasing under inclusion. This together with Lemma 2.2 implies that a necessary condition for a open n-manifold to embed into a compact manifold is that all c k must be finite. This also restrict the possibilities for the compact manifold since c k are lower bounds for the Betti numbers. Conversely, this gives a broad family of manifolds with finite c k , namely open sets of compact manifolds.
Proof. The result will be deduced from the following commutative diagram
where we still have to justify the commutativity, as well as the injectivities and surjectivities claimed. The first map is the extension map for closed forms, which gives us an injective map from
The down maps are the respective quotient maps which are obviously surjective, while the quotient map of e (also called e) is injective thanks to the injectivity of e. As for the final arrow, by using Diagram 5 applied to closed forms and the definition of B k c (M) (2.3) we can notice that
, which tell us that the last vertical arrow is well defined and a surjection. Finally, the propostion follows from
and an injective map to
Observe then that from Diagram 9 that if c k (U) is finite dimensional then there exists
. An easy consequence of this lemma and Lemma 2.2 is the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let U ⊂ S 2 be an open set. Then c 1 (U) = 0.
The main result of this paper can be thought as a converse of this statement for 2-dimensional manifold. Before restricting ourselves to the 2-dimensional case, let us address two more results for c k , starting with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a differentianle n-manifold, 0 < k = n and integer and B a n-ball in M with compact closure. Then
Proof. Given Proposition 3.2 with U = M \ B and the comment right after it, the result will follow after showing that R
is a surjection (since it is already injective).
Choose 
(this is possible since balls are contractible). Then ω − d(ϕη) vanishes in B 3 , so it is the extension of a form in Z k c (U = M \ B 0 ), which we will keep denoting by the same expression. Then exists
We would like to say that the image of ω under e U is ω, but this is true if only if we can select µ such that d(µ) ∈ B k c (M), which in turn is true if we can pick µ that is the restriction of a (k − 1)-form from M.
In order to do so, since the support of d(µ) is a compact in U = M \ B 0 , we can pick
we know that for k = n,
(B 2 ) equal to 1 in B 1 so then µ − d(φν) can be extended as µ outside of B 2 and as 0 inside of B 0 , so
) has image ω under e U . If k = 1, µ is a constant function in B 2 \ B 0 , since dµ = 0 and B 2 \ B 0 is connected. Then µ extends as a constant inside B 0 , and we have again that
We have the following easy application. For a surface Σ with genus g and n punctures, c 1 = 2g. Lemma 3.1 tells us that Σ has the same c 1 invariant as the closed surface of genus g, and for this surface c 1 coincides with the first Betti number b 1 , which is equal to 2g. Proposition 3.3. Let M = N 1 #N 2 be the connected sum of two n-differentiable manifolds
Proof. First of all, we can assume that c k (N 1 ), c k (N 2 ) are both finite, since otherwise the result follows from Proposition 3.2. Now, because of the same comment at the end of the proof of this Proposition 3.2, we have the following map Let us show first that e U ⊕ e V is injective. Assume by contradiction that there are
. But since ω U , ω V are supported away from the gluing region S n−1 ×] − 1, 1[, the restriction maps r U , r V and Diagram 5 gives us the equations
which implies that ω U , ω V belong to B k c (U), B k c (V ), respectively. This concludes the proof that e u ⊕ e V is injective. Now let us prove that e U ⊕ e V in 12 is surjective. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1, we want to show that ω ∈ Z k c (M) can be written as ω 1 + ω 2 + dη, with ω i with compact support in N i \ B, i = 1, 2, and η ∈ Z k−1 (M). Let us divide in two cases:
we have the following Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence induced by the extension maps: (N 2 \ B) . This means that ω is equal to ω 1 + ω 2 + dη, where we are using the same notation of ω i for their extensions to Ω k c (M), and η ∈ Z k−1 (M).
[. Then take η = ϕρ Now again as in Lemma 3.1 we find
. The proof will be complete as soon as we manage to pick µ i that extends to all M. But as in Lemma 3.1 we extend either as 0 after taking out a term d(φν), φν ∈ Ω k−2 (M) or as a constant function. Then we will have that e U ⊕ e V is surjective.
Genus of an open surface
Observe we can use Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.1 to conclude that if Σ is made out of the connected sum of a genus g surface and some flat surfaces, then c 1 (Σ) = 2g. Then we can ask ourselves if that is the case whenever c 1 is finite, which is the main result of this article.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a Riemann surface such that c 1 (X) is finite. Then c 1 (X) es even and X can be conformally embedded into a compact Riemann surface of genus g = c 1 (X)/2. Moreover, g this is the smallest genus where X can be embedded and in fact g is the genus of X.
. . an exhaustion by compact submanifolds of X. Using Proposition 3.2 we know that c 1 (M i ) is a non-decresing sequence of integers bounded by c 1 (X), so it is eventually constant equal to C ≤ c 1 (X). Moreover, c 1 (M i )/2 is the genus of M i , so C/2 is a way to obtain the genus of X since its value does not depend on the exhaustion (recall that genus is monotone for compact surfaces with boundary).
Claim: c 1 (X) = C.
with representatives {ω 1 , . . . , ω c 1 (X) } ⊂ Z 1 c (X). Then there is n big enough such that M n contains the support of all the elements {ω 1 , . . . , ω c 1 (X) }. Then, as in Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.3 and using that every component of ∂M n is S 1 ,
is surjective, which in turn tells us that c 1 (X) ≤ C, and this completes the proof of the claim since we already knew C ≤ c 1 (X).
Proof. Recall that for a compact surface Σ (with boundary) and a collection of ℓ components C of ∂Σ we can write Σ = Σ#Σ 0,ℓ where the components of Σ 0,ℓ correspond to C. This can be done by cutting Σ along a separating curve that has the elements of C at one side that is flat as well. Taking that M and M n+1 ∩ N share ℓ > 0 boundary components, we can use the previous fact to write M and M n+1 ∩ N as M#Σ 0,ℓ , M n+1 ∩ N #Σ 0,ℓ . In particular
where Σ ℓ−1,0 is the result of gluing the two copies of Σ 0,ℓ by their boundaries. Since from Corollary 3.1 c 1 (Σ 0,ℓ ) = 0, Proposition 3.3 tells us that c 1 (M) = c 1 (M ), c 1 (N) = c 1 (N ). Furthermone, Proposition 3.3 also tells us that c 1 (M ∪N) = c 1 (M )+2(ℓ−1)+c 1 (N). But since c 1 (M) = c 1 (M ) is equal to c 1 (Σ), Proposition 3.2 gives us c 1 (M ∪ N) = c 1 (M). Then it follows that c 1 (N) = 0 and ℓ = 1. Now, for each of the finitely many components N of X \ M we can apply Theorem 2.1 to obtain a conformal embedding N i N ֒− → C. Moreover, for each boundary component γ of M we can take an annulus neighbourhood V γ and glue M ∪ V γ along V γ by i N to the component of C \ i N (γ) that contains i n (V γ ). If we do this for every component N of X \ M we will obtaind a Riemann surface Σ because the gluing maps i N were conformal. Moreover, we have a natural conformal embedding X ֒→ Σ that is equal to the identity in M ∪ V γ and equal to i N on each N. And because of the Jordan's curve theorem, the components of C \ i N (γ) are disks, so Σ is compact. Finally, since M is obtained from Σ after removing some disks, then Lemma 3.1 tells us that c 1 (Σ) = c 1 (M) = c 1 (X), so then c 1 (X) = 2g for g the genus of Σ. In light of Proposition 3.2 this is the smallest genus where X can be embedded.
Note that for the holomorphic embedding X ֒→ Σ the Riemann surface Σ is not determined uniquely for a fixed open Riemann surface X. Indeed, if Σ \ X has interior, we can fix any non-trivial holomorphic quadratic differential φ of Σ and a Beltrami differential µ supported in Σ \ X such that φ, µ = 0. Then if Σ t is the Riemann surface obtained by solving the Beltrami equation associated to tµ, then the tangent vector of Σ t at Σ is given by µ, which is a non-zero tangent vector of Teichmüller space since it has non-zero pairing with φ who is an element of the cotangent space. Then Σ t is a non-constant path in Teichmüller space, and since tµ vanishes in X, each of them admits inside a holomorphic copy of X.
On the other hand, if X is of finite type then holomorphic embeddings are quite restrictive, as the following corollary concludes.
Corollary 4.1. Let X be biholomorphic to a compact Riemann surface Σ with n punctures and assume that there is a holomorphic embedding of X to a (maybe open) Riemann surface N with finite genus. Then N is biholomorphic to Σ with n ′ punctures, where n ′ ≤ n.
Proof. Since N has finite genus, there is a holomorphic embedding N ֒→ Σ ′ where Σ ′ is a compact Riemann surface. Then X embeds into Σ ′ by composing the maps. By a classical result, this embedding extends to a biholomorphic map Σ → Σ ′ . And since N contains the image of X, we see that N is also of finite type with no more than n punctures.
Corollary 4.2. Let X be a Riemann surface homeomorphic to an open set of a compact surface. Then X can be holomorphically embedded into a compact Riemann surface.
